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Omnibus Multidiscipline Engineering Services (OMES) II
Win Announcement
NASA has awarded the Omnibus Multidiscipline Engineering Services (OMES) II
contract to Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) of McLean, Virginia, to support the Applied Engineering and Technology Directorate, located at
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. Sierra Lobo is a major subcontractor to SAIC on this contract.
The OMES II contract will provide engineering services for the study, design, systems engineering, development, fabrication, integration, testing, verification and
operations of spaceflight, airborne, and ground system hardware and software,
including development and validation of new technologies to enable future space
and science missions. Major program customers of OMES II at Goddard Space
Flight Center include the Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS) and the Satellite Servicing Projects Division (SSPD).
The OMES II contract is a five-year, cost-plus fixed-fee task order contract with an
approximate $620M total orders value. Sierra Lobo will have task orders for personnel to work on-site at Goddard imbedded with the customer team as well as
potential off-site work at TDEC and other Sierra Lobo facilities.

(Phot
(Photo Credit: USAF, Ron Fair)

OMES II is the second contract Sierra Lobo has supported for Goddard’s Applied
Engineering and Technology Directorate, our current Environmental Test and Integration Services (ETIS) II contract is with the same customer.
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SLI Strategic Summit
On May 23-25, 2017, SLI held a Strategic Summit at the
Sawmill Creek Resort in Sandusky, Ohio. Executive members of the Strategic Committee included George
Satornino, CEO; SLI’s President, Dan Lowe; and Gary Hobbs,
COO. Fourteen contributing members, comprised of SLI’s
Business Development team as well as several trusted current and adjacent market experts, were in attendance.
The three-day event began with an overview of SLI’s Vision,
Mission, and Goals. The Summit offered a great opportunity for professional interaction and collaboration. Workshops included:


Mission, Vision, and Goals



Core Capabilities



Current and Adjacent Market Analysis



Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats
Analysis



Go-Forward Plan

(Photo Credit: Gladys Curtis)

Above: Stephen Kihara, Director, Business Development, presents a
market analysis presentation to the Strategic Committee

The Summit was held in an open dialogue forum. SLI COO, Gary Hobbs, had this to say following the event: “The Strategic
Planning process is one which every successful and growing business has, and its function is to provide a path to follow in
order to achieve this desired success.”

SLI attends the GSA OASIS SB
Program Management Review (PMR)
Kathy Arnoczky (Senior Business Development Representative) and Alex Yeckley
(Manager – Engineered Systems) attended the GSA OASIS SB Program Management
Review (PMR) held June 6-7, 2017, at the Greater Tacoma Convention and Trade Center, Tacoma, Washington. It was hosted by Mr. Todd Richards (OASIS Program Manager) and was a great venue for OASIS contract holders to network with other industry partners.
(Photo Credit: NASA)
The PMR meetings featured presentations from the US Air Force, US Army, US Navy,
GSA FEDSIM, and other organizations. The meetings included valuable training on
how to optimize managing your GSA contract as well as discussions of the current
success of the OASIS program, contract administration, successful marketing techniques, and concerns on OASIS policies and processes.
OASIS and OASIS Small Business are multiple-award, IDIQ contracts that provide flex(Photo Credit: NASA)
ible and innovative solutions for complex-professional services.
Through the use of
OASIS SB, customer agencies receive small business credit and support competition.
Left to right: Kathy Arnoczky (SLI), Todd
Richards (OASIS Program Manager), and Valerie
Bindel (OASIS SB Contracting Officer)

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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A Note from Our President, Daniel R. Lowe
It is with great pleasure that I thank all of you for your service and commitment to our
customers and your great contribution to Sierra Lobo's success. We would not be the company
we are without each and every one of you. Over the last several months, the Sierra Lobo team
has contributed to many efforts of great importance to national defense, aeronautics, and our
countries’ space programs including:
 Support for astronaut training and experiments for the International Space Station
 Development of launch infrastructure for NASA’s Space Launch System
 R&D and T&E for advancements in aeronautics
 Test and integration of the James Webb Space Telescope hardware
 T&E for Air Force aircraft and space hardware
 Development of new rocket propulsion technologies for the US Air Force
 Design and build of instruments and hardware for spacecraft for interplanetary and earth
science missions
In the months ahead, our leadership team will focus on strategic plans and roadmaps for
growth and improvement.
Finally, I would like each of you to think about Sierra Lobo’s Core Values and how you (as
individuals), and we (collectively as an organization) can have a more positive impact in our
work environment by practicing and engraining these values:
 Acknowledge our people as the foundation of the company
 Promote open communications
 Commit to the safety and protection of the environment
 Exceed customers’ expectations
 Pursue excellence and continuous improvement
 Never accept complacency or the status quo
 Empower employees with the proper level of responsibility, authority, and accountability
 Promote outreach, education, and growth in our communities and our nation

Daniel R. Lowe
President

Sincerely yours,

Daniel R. Lowe
President

Follow Us on Social Media
Follow Sierra Lobo on social media to keep up-to-date with the latest company news and benefit from a range of useful
resources through one of the following channels:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/sierralobo
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/sierralobo
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/sierra-lobo-inc
We would like to expand our follower base so we can utilize these resources to
quickly and efficiently disperse company and industry news to our employees,
customers, teammates, and all those with interest in the industry. It’s also a great
way to keep up with the latest work on our projects and contracts. By following
our company on LinkedIn, becoming a fan on Facebook, or following our tweets
on Twitter, you can be sure that you will hear the latest information first.
Connect with us and — most importantly — with each other. Take a look at our
social media posts and visit our website at www.sierralobo.com to join the
conversation.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Sierra Lobo Exhibits at the Space Symposium
On April 3-6, 2017, Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) exhibited at
the 33rd Space Symposium, which was held in
Colorado Springs, CO.
The conference was a great venue for SLI and set the
stage for us to discuss our core capabilities and latest
innovations, including the CryoCube™ CubeSat and
the Thermoacoustic Stirling Heat Engine (TASHE), as
well as market the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
test facilities.
Eric Stephenson, Associate Professor of English at
Pikes Peak Community College and the Publisher of
US Represented, took special interest in the event and in
our role of commercializing NASA Goddard test
facilities that he featured SLI in his online article
entitled, “Pikes Peak Community College and the 33rd
Space Symposium.” His full article can be viewed in
this edition of the SLI newsletter.
Overall, we felt our presence at SS was a success as we
were frequently visited by numerous attendees.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Sierra Lobo’s booth at the 33rd Space Symposium

The Space Symposium – In a Nutshell:

The Space Symposium has been firmly established as the single
most important event for government organizations, and
between government and industry on both a national and
international basis. Top civil and military space leaders from the
U.S. and abroad participated during the week.
This year’s conference featured Space leaders from more than
30 countries, participating as speakers, panelists and exhibitors,
and with delegations representing China, France, Germany,
Korea, Japan, Russia, and the European Commission.
For more information https://www.spacesymposium.org/
(Photo Credit: SLI)

Left to Right: SLI’s Steve Grasl and Kathy Arnoczky discussing
our capabilities with booth visitors

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Pikes Peak Community College and the
33rd Space Symposium

Life isn’t just about eating
spacecraft and instruments
and paying bills. Americans
from temperatures of up to
need
to address the
2,500 degrees Fahrenheit.
country’s future proactively
Exhibits like these afford the
or
fail
subsequent
PPCC community a window
generations by not doing
into how interconnected
so. Space exploration is part
the space industry must be
of this equation. Among
in order to thrive in the 21st
other things, it has led to
Century. NASA’s formidable
the
invention
or
presence could be felt
development of artificial
directly or indirectly at
limbs, cell-phone cameras,
every
exhibit
in
the
LEDs, enriched baby food,
symposium because federal
solar
cells,
powdered
funds and NASA’s historic
lubricants,
freeze-dried
expertise and resources are
food, anti-icing systems,
necessary for nearly all high
temper foam, and cordless
-profile space missions.
vacuums. It’s a good idea,
PPCC
student
Lauren
as well as an inevitable long
(Photo Credit: Lauren Bartlett)
Bartlett, who will likely
-term
investment
in
pursue
a
biochemistry
humanity’s
future.
Blue Origin displayed the New Shepard’s astronaut crew capsule outside the
degree
and
apply
it to the
Somewhere along the way,
exhibit area
space industry, said at the
we’ll probably find life on
symposium, “What makes space exploration so exciting is
other planets, and we’ll be colonizing Mars very soon.
the collaboration involved. Sometimes, it takes the entire
Expect corporations to mine asteroids for essential raw
scientific community to conduct business.”
materials that will redefine the global economy, too.
Put simply, smart visionary thinking is a form of self-help,
and those who make informed decisions improve their
prospects, both individually and collaboratively. Recently,
over 100 Pikes Peak Community College students and
faculty supported this cause by participating in the 33rd
Space Symposium at the Boeing Exhibit Center next to the
Broadmoor Hotel in Colorado Springs. Part hypersophisticated trade show and part clarion call for a unified
civil, military, and commercial expansion into multiple
regions beyond Earth, the Space Symposium has “brought
together space leaders from around the world to discuss,
address, and plan for the future of space since the
inaugural event in 1984.”
The 160 exhibitors at this year’s symposium represented
the elite in space exploration. For instance, the Johns
Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) exhibit featured
a discussion on NASA’s Solar Probe Plus, which APL is
designing, building, and will operate after the probe’s
launch in the summer of 2018. Solar Probe Plus will plunge
through the sun’s atmosphere to within 3.9 million miles of
the star’s surface, close enough to watch solar winds
accelerate from subsonic to supersonic. The mission will
revolutionize our ability to forecast the space environment
that impacts life and technology on Earth. In order to
effect these ends, APL designed a revolutionary 4.5-inchthick carbon-composite shield that will protect the

The symposium itself was a microcosm of Bartlett’s claim.
Just around the corner and down the aisle from the APL
exhibit sat Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI), a government
engineering service contractor that primes the NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center Environmental Test and
Integration Services II (ETIS II) contract and commercializes
their test facilities in the areas of space simulation,
acoustic, vibration, and electromagnetic testing. NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center is also partnered with the
APL Solar Probe Plus project. Directly across the aisle from
the Sierra Lobo, Inc. exhibit, the Colorado Space Coalition
exhibit shared information on how to expand the nation’s
second-largest space economy, to include reaching out to
capable students at every opportunity. All these
organizations know that synchronous action is necessary,
not optional, in maximizing our ability to leverage the
possibilities that space offers.
We’re certainly seeing more of this way of thinking being
institutionalized and applied to capital investment. Jeff
Bezos’s Blue Origin, a private spaceflight company,
displayed a booster outside the exhibit area that has
blasted into space four times and recovered itself safely to
be reused. As Blue Origin President Robert Meyerson said
at the symposium, “Reusability is the Holy Grail of
rocketry,” mostly due to cost-effectiveness. Next to the
booster sat the New Shepard tourism vehicle that will fly
commercial passengers into space 62 miles above the
Continued on page 7
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Goddard Space Flight Center Commercialization
All test facilities are located under one roof at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.

Space Simulation Testing







Perform thermal vacuum, thermal balance, and bake-out
tests in chambers that range from 3' diameter x 4' length
to 27' diameter x 40' height
Simulate on-orbit space environments down to vacuum
pressures of <1 x 10-5 Torr and temperatures in the GN2
(-140C to +150C or -220F to +302F) and LN2
(-190C or -310F) range
Achieve required thermal control zones using thermal
conditioning units, cryo-panels, cold plates, and heater
control racks
Monitor contamination and the outgassing rates with
chamber cold-finger and Thermoelectric Quartz Crystal
Microbalance (TQCM)
















Fabricate, assemble, and build flight hardware and GSE
Manage and perform spacecraft handling operations
Provide cleanrooms, including the world's largest Class
10K cleanroom, for integration activities
Flight hardware precision assembly
Ground support equipment assembly
Scaffolding assembly, use, and inspection
Pyrotechnics handling and installation
CNC and manual machining
Fork lift and crane operations
Mobile aerial platform operations
Orbital and traditional welding certifications
Provide structural analysis, mechanical design, and
assembly

Two independent test facilities provide a minimum of
20dB absorption and 6dB absorption of normally incident electromagnetic waves, above 20 MHz
Contains internally-generated, radiated electromagnetic waves with a combination of energy-absorbing panels and wall-mounted ferrite tiles for optimized anechoic performance
Conduct magnetic dipole moment testing and spacecraft magnetometer calibration in a 9.5-ft diameter
Helmholtz coil facility

Structural Dynamics Testing


Mechanical Integration Services




Electromagnetic Interference Testing







Acoustic test facility is comprised of a 39' x 27' x 42'
reverberation chamber, acoustic horns, 8 microphones,
noise generators, control console, and data handling
system
Mass properties measurement facility measures hardware weight, Center of Gravity (CG), Moment of Inertia
(MOI), and Product of Inertia (POI)
Modal survey test facility measures dynamic response
characteristics of aerospace structures
Static load equipment used for testing strength qualifications
Vibration test equipment utilizes electro-dynamic exciters to apply the force and amplification
High capacity centrifuge used for strength testing has
a nominal test radius of 60’; and maximum acceleration
forces of 30g

For a complete list of facility specifications and capabilities, please visit:

www.SpaceTestFacilities.com

Rick Palmisano
Commercial Business Manager
Sierra Lobo, Inc.
(301) 286-5754
rick.palmisano@nasa.gov

Space Environment Simulator (SES)

Spacecraft Magnetic Test Facility (SMTF)

High Capacity Centrifuge (HCC)

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Pikes Peak Community College and the 33rd Space
Symposium (continued)
Earth’s surface by as soon as 2018. The company is also
working closely with NASA to develop a lunar cargo
delivery service that could support human settlements
on the Moon’s surface or in orbit.
Dr. Phil Anderson, Associate Dean of the Math & English
Division at PPCC, realized the importance of expanding
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math)
education at his college when he built a pipeline
between PPCC and the Space Symposium. As he notes,
“It is fundamentally important to our nation as well as
our city that we help space companies want to
consolidate here in Colorado Springs. In order to do that,
we need to grow our own students who can compete for
these jobs. In so doing, we can create a Silicon Valley
type of explosion where talented young people want to
stay here and create amazingly sophisticated places to
live and strong economic businesses that move all of us
forward.”

(Photo Credit: Lauren Bartlett)

Indeed, government and commercial enterprises need
The Space Symposium sets the perfect stage for raising awareness of the space industry
to teachers and students
bright STEM majors to fill a burgeoning number of
positions in fields ranging from asteroid mining to
nanotechnology to graphic design to space suit development that will allow astronauts to survive in microgravity environments.
Given that professional cross-pollination is customary in the space industry, any given academic degree could serve in several
different capacities throughout the course of a career. In fact, the acronym “STEM” is
transitioning to “STEAM” to include the Arts given that creativity is becoming
increasingly essential to the space industry, particularly in regard to design issues.
PPCC Associate Professor of Math David Lawton offered a good description of the
symposium’s transformative power on the students who attended: “They gained an
awareness of how these engineers and scientists got into the field, what and where
they had studied, and how to get a paid internship in these companies. One of our
students should be on their way to a summer internship in the cyber field on the East
Coast of the U.S. Another is pursuing an opportunity with a company in Colorado
Springs that this veteran interacted with while deployed serving in the Army. One of
the government agencies has over 2,000 paid summer internships. My students said
this opportunity to interact with these sharp representatives ‘opened up your mind to
the job field and what it will look like upon graduation from college.’ My students are
also rethinking their majors and the state schools that would support their dreams in a
STEM field.”
On the last day of the symposium, an exhibitor from Aerojet Rocketdyne explained to
his audience the mechanics of the AR1, a new rocket engine the company is
developing that will dwarf the Saturn V engine that propelled us to the Moon. In 2022,
Dr. Phil Anderson
the AR1 will power a spacecraft to Europa, one of Jupiter’s moons. Among other
things, the spacecraft will study the organic and inorganic materials ejecting from Europa’s massive liquid ocean. Many scientists
agree that if multi-cellular life in our solar system exists beyond Earth, then it will be found under Europa’s icy surface. One has
to wonder how the majority of people will respond to this discovery should it happen. Regardless, exploration and scientific
advancement are inextricably woven into the fabric of human culture. This means that Americans need to prepare for a future
that many now can barely conceive. Education will be at the heart of this preparation.
By Eric Stephenson, Associate Professor of English at Pikes Peak Community College and the Publisher of US Represented, April
12, 2017, http://www.usrepresented.com/2017/04/12/pikes-peak-community-college-and-the-33rd-space-symposium/

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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SLI Employees Participate in the Glass City Marathon
This year, five people from Sierra Lobo’s corporate office participated in a
relay during the Glass City Marathon in Toledo, Ohio. Runners were Matt
Holdren (6.6 miles), Phil Putman (6.3 miles), Nabil Kattouah (3.1 miles), Lisa
Sentle (4.9 miles) and Steve Grasl (5.3 miles). The team had a goal that they
would finish their 26.6 miles in 4 hours and 8 minutes. They were able to
beat this goal by two minutes! The team averaged a 9:24 pace, and their
official time was 4 hours and 6 minutes. They placed 126th out of 321 relay
teams! And 28th out of 56 Corporate relay teams!
The team had beautiful weather to help with their great success!

(Photo Credit: SLI)

SLI’s Steve Grasl is cheering on fellow Wolf Pack
teammates
(Photo Credit: SLI)

Left to Right: Nabil Kattouah , Matt Holdren , Steve Grasl , and
Lisa Sentle

SLI Attends the 2017 Goddard Memorial Dinner
First celebrated in 1958, the Dr. Robert H.
Goddard Memorial Dinner is a major event on
the National Space Club’s Washington, D.C.
calendar. This year the dinner was held on
March 10, near the anniversary of the first
successful flight by Dr. Goddard of a liquidfueled rocket. Sierra Lobo was well
represented at the event, which brings
together nearly 2,000 members of the Government, industry,
and educational space community.
Awards are presented to a number of outstanding individuals
for accomplishments in spaceflight, engineering, science,
management, and education. The premiere award, the Goddard
Trophy, is presented to an individual, group, or program
deemed to have made the most significant contribution to
space activity in the previous year. Candidates for the Goddard
Trophy are nominated by members of the National Space Club
Goddard Trophy Selection Committee, who then vote by secret
ballot to select the winner of the trophy.
This year, the New Shepard Team received the Club’s
preeminent award, the Dr. Robert H. Goddard Memorial Trophy.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Left to Right: Bill Gallagher and wife, Vicki; and Steve Schneider
and his wife, Karen

For a full listing of previous recipients click here:
http://www.spaceclub.org/events/gmdtrophy.html
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SLI’s TDEC Focus on Technology:
Thermoacoustic Stirling Heat Engine (TASHE) for Space Power and Cooling

(Photo Credit: SLI)

NASA Space Power and Cooling
Needs


NASA requires highly efficient and reliable power
convertors to conduct planetary exploration and
space missions



Sierra Lobo TASHE is designed to support duplex
cooling and power generation for Venus surface
missions



High efficiency is necessary to reduce the number of
General Purpose Heat Source (GPHS) units,
decreasing the cost to the space program



Reliability is a necessity for mission success



The Sierra Lobo TASHE Space Power Convertor has
the potential to meet these requirements based on
its inherent design features and mode of operation

Above: TASHE Replaces Displacer Piston with Thermal Buffer Tube for
Thermal Isolation and Gas Inertance Tube for Power Transfer

Sierra Lobo Space Power TASHE has Clear Advantage over State-of-the-Art (Photo
Convertor
Credit: SLI/Jacobs)
DeltaEC
(12 kW)

Frequency (Hz)

TASHE Performance

Test

DeltaEC
(TSPC)



The system achieves acoustic power
efficiencies at the design point of 36.4%

30

29.3

130



Hot Heat Exchanger Metal Temperature (K)

955

945

1000

DeltaEC model predictions match test data
within 10% validating model



Main Cold Heat Exchanger Metal Temperature (K)

296

287

300

TASHE Input Power at Hot Heat Exchanger (kW)

11.51

10.78

0.891

Scaling TASHE power scales cross-sectional
flow areas proportionally, roughly preserving
component lengths, while minor scaling
effects result in little to no change in efficiency

Pressure Amplitude at Load Inlet (psia)

62.5

62.4

49.7

PV Acoustic Power Output (kW)

4.51

3.92

0.3

TASHE Actual Acoustic Power Efficiency (%)

39.1

36.4

33.7

56

52

48

Parameters

Acoustic Power Efficiency as Percent of Carnot (%)
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Contact
Alex Walker
Aerospace Engineer
Email: awalker@sierralobo.com
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Sierra Lobo’s TDEC Focus on Technology:
CryoCube is a free-flying spacecraft based on the 3U CubeSat form factor with a modular design to
accommodate different payloads that require low temperature, long-duration, free flight.

Sierra Lobo is providing a CryoCube to
NASA Kennedy Space Center
for a CubeSat Launch Initiative mission.

Features







Can carry payloads that are incompatible with
experiments on the International Space Station, e.g.,
liquid oxygen or liquid hydrogen
Attitude control/sunshield combination provides
temperatures in experiment unit below 100K, or below
30K with addition of active cooling
Supports long duration (multiple month) experiments
Can capture images of low-temperature payloads
Thermal management approach is applicable to largescale spacecraft
Can serve as bus for other payloads
(1.5U payload volume available)
(Photo
Credit:
SLI/

Potential Payloads






Cryogenic fluid management
Infrared thermal imaging
Pharmaceutical and biotechnology
Superconductivity
Boiling and condensation physics

We are known by the tracks we leave...

Contact:
Dr. Philip T. Putman
Manager, Research & Technology
Phone: (419) 499-9653, Ext. 164
Fax: (419) 499-7700
Email: pputman@sierralobo.com
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Green Propellant Conditioning System at the
NASA-GRC Altitude Combustion Stand (ACS)
NASA Glenn Research Center’s Research Combustion Lab
(RCL) is in the process of readying their existing Altitude
Combustion Stand (ACS) facility for new rounds of testing
various thrusters, including those designed to run on
“green” monopropellants. These green propellants are
much less toxic than the hydrazine propellants typically
used for certain space applications in the past. But to
qualify these new breed of green propellant thrusters for
space, additional testing is needed to fully validate their
performance over the full range of conditions that might be
encountered in such an extreme environment.
One of the conditions requiring validation is to confirm that
adequate thruster performance is maintained over the full
range of green propellant temperatures that could
potentially exist over the entire flight envelope. To allow
researchers to obtain this required data, Sierra Lobo was
contracted to design and fabricate new test equipment,
which will integrate into the ACS facility, and allow for the
conditioning of green propellants to the specific
temperatures and pressures desired.
As the name implies, NASA’s ACS facility is already capable
of simulating altitudes of up to 100,000 ft and can be used
for the testing of small to medium size rocket engines.
NASA chose to utilize the skills and expertise of Sierra Lobo
engineers and technicians at SLI’s Technology Development
and Engineering Center (TDEC) in Milan, OH, due to their
unique expertise in propellant conditioning systems. SLITDEC also designed and fabricated similar propellant

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Green Propellant Conditioning System

conditioning systems at ACS in 2008 for liquid methane
and liquid oxygen.
The green propellant conditioning system was fabricated at
TDEC and initially underwent pressure and leak tests and
other instrumentation and controls checkouts. Then, a
variety of continuous flow tests and pulse tests were
performed over a range of durations, pressures, and
temperatures to verify the system performance. The
completed system was delivered to ACS in June 2017.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Altitude Combustion Stand (ACS) at NASA Glenn Research Center

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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SLI Employees Volunteer at a Space Camp hosted by
Open Doors Academy (ODA)
On June 14th, SLI volunteered at a
Space Camp hosted by Open Doors
Academy (ODA).
Open Doors
Academy is a Cleveland based nonprofit organization that seeks to
challenge and nurture adolescents
to reach their full potential through
the provision of out-of-school
enrichment programming.

TDEC assembled a small
launch pad to shoot water
rockets and demonstrate
the basics of rocket
propulsion. Phil Putman
3D printed nozzles to
attach to plastic bottles,
and Scott Baaske and
Marty Roth, put the
launch pad
together.
Jon Sasson from TDEC talked to a
After a brief test at TDEC,
group of 30 kids, or scholars as they
the rockets were ready to
are known at ODA, about careers in
fire. Following the Q&A
aerospace engineering and what
session, and a brief
the work entails in an effort to get
explanation
of
flight
them more interested in space and
mechanics, the scholars
Above: Jon Sasson setting up the water rockets
science in general. He described
had the opportunity to
several projects SLI is currently
make fins for their rockets
involved in pertaining to space exploration and propulsion.
and decorate them. They all went outside to launch the
The scholars were extremely engaged and asked several
rockets, with the best one reaching over 100 feet in altitude.
interesting questions. They wondered about the passage of
time in space, what it takes to keep astronauts alive in space,
Overall it was a great educational experience not only for the
sonic booms, and how they can get involved with NASA.
scholars, but for all the members at TDEC that were involved.
(Photo Credit: SLI)

SLI Collaborates with Case Western Reserve Student
This past spring, TDEC collaborated with Case Western
Reserve University (CWRU) to help an aerospace engineering
student with his senior project. The student, Alex Luck,
designed and fired a hybrid rocket at TDEC’s testing facility.
The rocket used hydroxyl terminated polybutadiene, a solid
fuel commonly known as HTPB, with gaseous oxygen as the
oxidizer. Engineers from TDEC worked with Mr. Luck for five
months to come up with the best design possible. Mr. Luck
was exposed to various SLI’s procedures including multiple
design and safety reviews, hazard analyses and mitigations,
and concept of operations (writing and implementation). He
also casted the HTPB in two separate pieces such that it
would fit in the design approved by SLI. Project funding was
received from CWRU.
On test day, Mr. Luck worked with Scott Baaske and Marty
Roth to connect the rocket to the nitrogen and oxygen
supplies at TDEC’s test facilities to measure and record
thrust, and oxygen mass flow rate. Two test fires were
performed: a five second test and a ten second test. No
further fires were possible because all the HTPB had been
burned by this point. The rocket was designed to have a
maximum thrust of 20 lb. The maximum thrust measured
was 18 lb. This project marks TDEC’s efforts to work closely
with neighboring universities while broadening TDEC’s test
capabilities.

(Photo Credit: SLI )

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Rocket Fire

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: SLI’s Tony Skaff setting up the video capturing system
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Multi-Divisional Engineering, Design, Analysis Lab-wide Support (MEDALS)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)

Airborne Visible / Infrared Imaging SpectrometerNext Generation Project
The SLI MEDALS office in Pasadena, CA, is nearing completion of its
support to the Airborne Visible / Infrared Imaging SpectrometerNext Generation (AVIRIS-NG) project. SLI’s involvement has centered
on fitting this highly sophisticated optical instrument into a NASA ER
-2 research aircraft. Previously operated from the relatively lowaltitude Beechcraft King Air and de Havilland Twin Otter aircraft, the
70,000 ft ceiling and enhanced range of the ER-2 promises to open
up opportunities for this already capable system.
AVIRIS-NG has been developed to provide continued access to high
signal-to-noise ratio imaging spectroscopy measurements in the
solar reflected spectral range and is expected to replace the AVIRIS
Classic instrument, which has been at the forefront of airborne environmental research since 1986.
The Pasadena Office staff leveraged its decade of support to the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory’s imaging spectroscopy programs, as well as
intimate knowledge of the lab’s engineering tools and processes, to
provide a cost-effective and low-risk solution to the AVIRIS-NG project. Lead by SLI’s Roberto Crespo, the Pasadena MEDALS team was
responsible for the design and structural analysis of the hardware
that secures AVIRIS-NG into the ER-2 airframe. CAD models of the
instrument subsystems and aircraft interface hard-points were generated, and an adapter structure was devised that met all of the
functional and safety requirements. This structure was rigorously
analyzed to ensure that it would not only perform during nominal
operations, but would not endanger the pilot in case of a crash landing.
Upon completion of the design, fabrication of hardware was managed by Mr. Crespo and SLI purchasing in Milan, OH. The completed
hardware was delivered to JPL for fitting of the instrument prior to
integration into the aircraft. In support of these activities, Mr. Crespo
made several trips to JPL, as well as the Armstrong Flight Research
Center in California’s Mojave Desert.
More information visit https://aviris-ng.jpl.nasa.gov/

(Phot

Pictured above: The AVIRIS-NG instrument on SLI designed and fabricated structure being loaded into the aircraft
Pictured Left: NASA’s ER-2 High Altitude Research Aircraft being readied
at NASA’s Armstrong Flight Research Center for its first flight with the
AVIRIS-NG instrument
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NAS TOS Contract Highlights
National Aerospace Solutions, LLC (NAS), Joint Venture
Technical Operations and Sustainment (TOS)
Arnold Engineering Development Complex (AEDC)
Sierra Lobo, Inc., teamed with Bechtel National, Inc. and GP
Strategies Corporation to form the National Aerospace Solutions, LLC (NAS) joint venture and was awarded the Technical
Operations and Sustainment (TOS) contract at the Arnold Engineering Development Complex (AEDC). TOS is a cost-plusaward-fee contract valued at $1.5 billion and includes more
than 1,300 employees. NAS performs work supporting unique
test operations and sustainment of the more than $11 billion
worth of infrastructure at the world's largest and most complex flight simulation test and evaluation complex. The complex has supported most of the United States’ aerospace programs, from fighter jets and missiles to Saturn rockets, the
Space Shuttle, and weather satellites.
The TOS contract encompasses facilities at three geographic
locations: Arnold AFB, Tennessee; the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics Complex (NFAC) at NASA Ames Research Center
in California; and the Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel 9 facility at
the Federal Research Center at White Oak, Maryland.

(Photo Credit: Bechtel)

Above: Arnold Engineering Development Complex, Tullahoma, TN

Highlights Local school receives aid for STEM
initiatives
Richard Skipper (second from left), director of Career
and Technical Education for Coffee County Schools, accepts a donation from an AEDC contractor, National Aerospace Solutions, LLC, General Manager Cynthia Rivera
for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
programs at the Coffee County Central High School,
Manchester. AEDC supports many STEM efforts throughout middle Tennessee impacting nearly 19,000 students
in more than 60 schools since 2013. Pictured left to right
is NAS Technical Director Woodrow Whitlow, Skipper,
NAS Deputy General Manager Doug Pearson, Rivera,
student Daniel Frideczky, Drafting and STEM instructor
Jon Spears, students George Gannon, Heather Bishop,
Matthew Wright, John Ballard and Christopher Dillinger.
(Photo Credit: U.S. Air Force photo/ Bob Pullen)
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NFAC flow calibration rake made by Model and
Machine Shop
The rake hardware that will be used
this summer in the Phase II Flow Calibration of the 40-by-80 foot test section at the AEDC National Full-Scale
Aerodynamics Complex at the Ames
Research Facility, California, was fabricated at the AEDC Model and Machine Shop. Fabrication of the flow
characterization rake was kept “in
house” due to tight tolerance requirements, the ability to have local oversight of the fabrication efforts, and to
keep the flexibility to adjust design
constraints on the fly, all the while
maintaining schedule for a summer
2017 test entry. The rake is designed
to support 27 probes distributed in
an array so that flow quality measurements can be made across a representative cross section of the wind
tunnel test section. The probes will
measure flow static and dynamic
pressure as well as flow angles and
turbulence over the survey area. Additional sensors on the array will
measure tunnel total temperature.
The goal of the Phase II Flow Calibration is to characterize the 40-by-80
test section flow quality throughout
the tunnel operational envelope and
report the results. (U.S. Air Force photo/Rick Goodfriend)

AEDC craftsman Michael Money works on rake hardware at the AEDC Model and
Machine Shop prior to the item being shipped to the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics Complex at the Ames Research Facility, California. (U.S. Air Force photo/Rick
Goodfriend)

(Article from High Mach April 10 Newspaper)
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RDSTS Contract: Wright Patterson Air
Force Base
.

Research and Development Structural Test Services (RDSTS)
Wright Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB)

Research and Development Structural Test Services
(RDSTS) Wraps-Up
Sierra Lobo, Inc. recently finished the Research and Development Structural Test Services (RDSTS) Contract at Wright Patterson
Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio. As last minute tasks start winding down, we would like to say thank you to everyone who
worked on this contract. It’s because of your hard work, time, and contributions that made this contract a success.
Under the RDSTS contract, Sierra Lobo provided the personnel, equipment, materials, services, company capability, supervision,
and other items required to support the Air Force Structural and Analytical Validation Programs as directed by the Air Force
Research Laboratory, Air Vehicles Directorate, and Structures Division.

ATOM Contract: NASA Ames Research Center (ARC)
Aerospace Testing and Facilities Operations and Maintenance (ATOM)
NASA Ames Research Center (ARC)

ATOM Contract: Project Updates
STAR Labs has been working on many projects for the last several months. It
has been primarily supporting the Developmental Flight Instrumentation (DFI)
for the fore body heat shield of the Orion EM-1 capsule, as well and the fore
body and aft body heat shields of the Mars2020 vehicle under the project name
MEDLI2 (Mars Entry Descent and Landing Instrumentation 2). Other projects
supported have been ATAP (Asteroid Thread Assessment Project), and HEEET
(Heat Shield for Extreme Entry Environment Technology), Orion EM-2, and
post-flight EFT-1 heat shield analysis.
Its primary customer has been NASA ARC and they are also supplying design,
test, and research support to Lockheed-Martin Space Systems, Terminal Velocity
Aerospace, Northrop, and Boeing.
There are three DFI components the lab is supporting for Orion EM-1: the instrumented flight plugs, radiometer, and FADS (Flush Air Data System). The 43
instrumented plugs will be installed in the fore body heat shield of the EM-1
vehicle. Forty-two of them have a new type of TC called the L-type thermocouFigure 1: HEEET thermal test article
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ATOM Contract: Project Updates (continued)
ple which, rather than using the heritage style TC with the a land length of wire
stretching over the diameter of the plug, it has the TC wire within a high temperature double-bore tube that is inserted from only one side to place the junction in
the axial centerline of the plug. This was done to mitigate noise seen in one stage
of EFT-1’s re-entry. EM-1 will experience a similar re-entry. After some investigation by the lab, and with JSC’s EMI lab, it is believed the heritage design may be
acting like an antenna and picking up noise on re-entry. The L-type is designed to
greatly reduce or eliminate the noise.
The lab will also be flying its SMART temperature probes, a more complex but
potentially more EMI resistant thermocouple design, in one of the plugs. The lab
successfully completed all design reviews, the hardware itself, and the hardware
acceptance review with the program. The instrumentation is currently at the ATLO
(Assembly, Test, and Launch Operations) facility at KSC. In the near future, the lab
will be on site to support the installation.

Figure 3: Laser scan recession evaluation of ATAP
test article

Figure 4: EM-1 Instrumented plugs
ready for laser welding of their harness extensions

Figure 2: MEDLI2 heat flux gauge and instrumented plug qualification panel

Figure 5: EM-1 SMART temperature probe tip

KESC Contract: NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC)
Kennedy Engineering Services Contract (KESC)
NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC)

First Umbilical Installed on Mobile Launcher for
NASA’s Space Launch System and Orion
The first launch umbilical for NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) and Orion spacecraft was installed on the Mobile Launcher
(ML) tower March 16, 2017, at the Kennedy Space Center. The Orion Service Module Umbilical, or OSMU, which was recently
tested at KSC’s Launch Equipment Test Facility (LETF) was installed high up on the tower at about the 260-foot level.
“Installation of the OSMU is a major milestone for the Mobile Launcher team,” said Sam Talluto, NASA’s ML Deputy Project
Manager. This is the first of multiple umbilicals and launch accessories that were designed by NASA and contractors on KSC’s
Engineering Services Contract (ESC) that will be installed on the ML.
Continued on page 18
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First Umbilical Installed on Mobile Launcher for
NASA’s Space Launch System and Orion (continued)
The tower on the mobile launcher will be equipped with several
connections, called launch umbilicals, which will connect to the SLS
core stage and twin solid rocket boosters, the interim cryogenic
propulsion stage and the Orion spacecraft. They will provide power,
communications, coolant, and fuel.
The OSMU will connect from the mobile launcher tower to the Orion service module. Prior to launch, the umbilical will transfer liquid
coolant for the electronics and purge air/GN2 for environmental
control to the Orion service module that houses these critical systems to support the spacecraft. The umbilical also will provide
purge air/GN2 for environmental control to the Launch Abort System. Before launch, the OSMU will tilt up, and the umbilical lines
will disconnect.
The first integrated launch of SLS and Orion, Exploration Mission 1,
will send the spacecraft to a stable orbit beyond the moon. Orion
will return to Earth and be recovered from the Pacific Ocean. The
mission will demonstrate the integrated performance of the SLS
rocket, Orion, and ground support teams.

(Photo Credit:
NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: OSMU Being Installed on the 260 foot Level of the
Mobile Launcher

KESC’s Annual Christmas Toy Drive
Annually, KESC employees participate in our longest and
one of our most gratifying charity traditions. Each year
the Children’s Home Society of Brevard County, Florida,
collects toys, clothing and other items for children and
teens that they provide shelter and other services. KESC
employees have been participating in this cause for over
25 years and have always come through with incredible
donations. Each year, SLI seems to surpass the prior
year, and has graciously provided funds to allow some
of our employees to shop for these needy kids. This toy
drive demonstrates ESC’s Christmas spirit and their spirit
of giving.
(Photo Credit: Dawn Reynolds ESC )

Above: OSB II drop off area for donated toys
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Test of Launch Umbilicals at Halfway Point for
Mobile Launcher System
NASA reached the halfway point on testing of the
launch umbilicals for its Space Launch System
(SLS) rocket and Orion spacecraft at the Launch
Equipment Test Facility at the agency’s Kennedy
Space Center in Florida. The Core Stage Forward
Skirt Umbilical (CSFSU) underwent testing for four
months. A team of engineers and technicians with
the Engineering Directorate and the Ground Systems Development and Operations Program,
along with support contractors, conducted the
tests. The CSFSU was attached to a Vehicle Motion Simulator at the LETF, and tests confirmed
the CSFSU load limits, its ability to disconnect before liftoff and that it is functioning properly and
ready to be installed on the mobile launcher.
The CSFSU will be located at about the 180-foot
level on the mobile launcher tower, above the
vehicle liquid oxygen tank. During processing, the
umbilical will be mated to the core stage forward
skirt to provide commodities to the SLS rocket,
and then disconnect and swing away before
launch. Its main purpose is to provide conditioned
air and gaseous nitrogen to the SLS Core Stage
Forward Skirt. The umbilical was transported to
the mobile launcher area in December, where it is
being prepared for installation on the tower of the
mobile launcher.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: CSFSU Being Tested at KSC’s Launch Equipment Test Facility

The other umbilicals, which have been tested at
the LETF and are now at the mobile launcher, are
the Orion Service Module Umbilical, two Aft Skirt
Electrical Umbilicals, two Aft Skirt Purge Umbilicals, and three of the eight Vehicle Support Posts.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: OLETF CSFSU Test Team

Ultra-Cold Storage – Liquid Hydrogen May Be the
Fuel of the Future
When NASA saved a shuttle-era storage facility at Kennedy
Space Center from demolition five years ago, engineers
already had the future in mind for what to do with the
building. Some years later, NASA transformed the hangar
and installed test equipment at an adjacent field for testing
a new ground operations demo unit for liquid hydrogen.
The testing has come to a successful conclusion after 1.5
years.

The system is comprised of a 33,000-gallon liquid hydrogen
storage tank recycled from the Titan Centaur program, with
an internal cold heat exchanger supplied from a cryogenic
refrigerator. The refrigerator, chiller, and associated controls are housed in a metal storage container for insulation
and to protect them from the corrosive sand and salt environment.
The system was designed, installed, and tested by a team
Continued on page 20
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Ultra-Cold Storage – Liquid Hydrogen May Be the
Fuel of the Future (continued)
of civil servants and contractors from the center’s Cryogenic
Test Laboratory, with key support from engineers at NASA
Glenn Research Center in Ohio and Stennis Space Center in
Mississippi.

eliminating the loss of hydrogen,” Notardonato said. “By
accomplishing zero boil-off of liquid hydrogen, we could
save one dollar in hydrogen for every 20 cents spent on

Testing was done in three phases over 18 months between
April 2015 and September 2016. The system was put
through its paces using an increasing amount of stored hydrogen — 30, 60, and 90 percent, respectively. The system
was tested for three main objectives: zero boil-off, liquefaction, and propellant densification.
According to Bill Notardonato, the demo unit’s principal
investigator in the Exploration Research and Technology
Directorate at Kennedy, a zero boil-off capability is a prime
candidate for use by the Ground Systems Development and
Operations Program (GSDO) at the center, potentially saving
NASA millions of dollars compared to previous operations.
Notardonato’s team is consulting with GSDO on the design
of the new pad B liquid hydrogen tank and future launch
pad systems. “For Space Launch System launches, GSDO will
fill the rocket’s core stage and interim cryogenic upper
stage with hundreds of thousands of gallons of liquid hydrogen,” said Shawn Quinn, GSDO assistant program manager. “An important feature of the new zero boil-off technology is the potential to reduce long-term energy costs
and liquid hydrogen commodity costs.”
Kennedy is preparing for the first integrated launch of
NASA’s Space Launch System and Orion spacecraft. Upgrades to Launch Pad 39B, where the rocket and Orion will
launch on a test flight in late 2018, include a 1.4-milliongallon hydrogen tank. That’s 50 percent larger than the current tank. “The goal would be to integrate the unit’s heat
exchange system into the new tank, saving GSDO money by

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: ESC and NASA Engineers complete a test of the Ground Operations
Demo Unit for liquid hydrogen at Kennedy Space Center

electricity to keep it cooled.”
The new unit contains a cooling system that removes heat
and vents it into the atmosphere. What is left is supercooled hydrogen that is stored at minus 423 degrees Fahrenheit.
Liquefaction takes gaseous hydrogen and turns it into a liquid. Instead of the usual method of compression and expansion, the hydrogen is flowed into the tank and cooled down
using helium refrigerant from a cryogenic refrigerator. Notardonato said helium refrigerant is a good choice, because
it is a common refrigerant that can meet the needs of an insitu resource utilization process in deep space.
Propellant densification, or cooling a liquid below its normal
boiling point to increase the storage density, was the most
challenging objective. The new system performed flawlessly,
transforming the liquid hydrogen into the world’s largest
volume of hydrogen slush at minus 435 degrees Fahrenheit.
Some commercial companies are using densified oxygen for
their rockets, enabling cost-effective reusability of their core
stages. Densifying oxygen is much easier than hydrogen,
but the benefits of densified hydrogen could be far greater,
according to Notardonato.
Notardonato said the next goal is to take the portable liquid
hydrogen system to another center for densified hydrogen
engine testing that could be used for a future commercial
launch vehicle, helping to curb the cost of access to space.
In parallel, the results are being shared with the GSDO Program and in-situ resource utilization mission planners to
increase awareness of this new capability.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Technicians pressurize the hydrogen trailer before offloading liquid
hydrogen during a test of the Ground Operations Demo Unit for liquid hydrogen at
Kennedy Space Center
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Space gardener Shane Kimbrough Enjoys Multiple
Harvests
For a mid-afternoon snack, NASA astronaut Shane
Kimbrough cut some of the “Outredgeous” red romaine lettuce leaves he nurtured in November aboard
the International Space Station as part of a gardening
harvest technique termed “cut-and-come-again.”
Kimbrough initiated the most recent round of the Veggie experiment on October 25, and for the first time in
space, all six lettuce plants are growing simultaneously. Kimbrough has taken on the part-time role of onorbit gardener, working virtually autonomously to cultivate the crops, although gardeners on the ground at
Kennedy Space Center provided help in the beginning.
“During their first week of life, the small seedlings were
getting too much water,” said Veggie Project Manager
Nicole Dufour. “This put the plants’ growth a bit behind schedule, but they recovered nicely after we instructed Kimbrough to use a fan to dry up some of the
moisture.”
Cut-and-come-again is a repetitive harvest technique
in which a selection of leaves can be harvested for a
bit of fresh lettuce and possibly science samples. The
remaining leaves and the core of the plant are left intact and will continue to grow and produce more
leaves for subsequent harvests approximately every
ten days. The goal is to increase the on-orbit crop
yield, as well as allow for more opportunities to supplement astronaut diets with fresh, nutritious food.

(Phot
Credi
NASA

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Charles Spern, a Veggie project engineer with the Engineering Services Contract,
relays messages from the Kennedy Space Center Veggie team to assist the crew during
the initial harvest
(Photo Credit: NASA)

“Testing this method on orbit, after using it on the
ground, is very exciting for us,” said Dufour. “A repetitive harvest allows us to provide more food for both
the crew and for science, so it’s a win/win. We are
looking forward to hearing how Shane enjoys his first
harvest!”
The first harvest was solely for crew consumption, and
the plan is to have four harvests in total, with the final
harvest targeted for the first of the new year. The
yields from these harvests will be split between samples for science return and crew consumption.
This experiment also is an important demonstration of
how NASA applies science across disciplines. In this
case, Space Biology is used to grow a healthy crop and
aids in Human Research to ensure astronauts remain
healthy in human space exploration. NASA’s Space Life
and Physical Sciences Research and Applications division integrates and funds such research.
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Above: ESC research scientist harvests a portion of the ‘Outredgeous’ red romaine lettuce
from the Veg-03 ground control unit inside the ISS environmental simulator chamber room
in the Space Station Processing Facility at the Kennedy Space Center
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CMOE Contract: NASA Langley Research Center
(LaRC)
Center Maintenance, Operations,
and Engineering (CMOE)
NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)

CMOE supports National Transonic Facility Research
The National Transonic Facility (NTF) supported a test
of a new method of utilizing Temperature Sensitive
Paint (TSP). The TSP is an optical tool used to see
boundary layer transition across a wing. TSP requires an
artificial temperature step to enhance the temperature
differences between the laminar and turbulent layers so
that the cameras can capture the transition. This is typically accomplished through the heavy injection of liquid
nitrogen (LN2); however, this method is inefficient in its
usage of LN2 and interferes with obtaining accurate
transition images. The method that was being tested at
the NTF uses Carbon Nanotubes (CNT) to create the
temperature step.
This test utilized the Common Research Model (CRM), a
well-characterized model that has been tested at various wind tunnels around the world. The wings were
painted with a layer of CNT underneath the typical temperature sensitive paint. The temperature step required
for TSP is obtained by applying an electric current to
the CNT layer via wires that sit externally on the fuselage/wing. This results in a temperature step that does
not interfere with the flow in the tunnel and is more
efficient and reliable. The purpose for this testing was
to act as a test bed for this new technology, which hadn’t been tested on a wind tunnel scale model before,
and to serve as risk reduction for the following test.
Chris Cramer of Sierra Lobo was involved with this test
as a test engineer of the NTF.

CRM installed in the test section with the TSP applied to the wings

(Photo
Credit:
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CMOE supports 0.3m Cryo Tunnel Research
The 0.3m cryo tunnel will support the incoming Boeing Shape
Memory Alloy Remote Actuation (SMARCA) test. This project is a
follow-up to September 2016’s test. SMARCA is testing a method
of remote actuation for wind tunnel models through the use of
Shape Memory Alloys (SMA), a type of material that “remembers”
its original shape. This means that when the material is deformed,
it can return to its pre-deformed state when heated. In this case, an
electrical current is applied to the SMA, which in turn, causes the
SMA to twist, actuating a flap or a spoiler. After the SMA cools, it
returns to its original shape and brings the flap or spoiler back to a
faired position. This technology will allow wind tunnels to make
less costly model entries over the course of a test and increase the
overall efficiency of wind tunnel testing. This test is expected to
return to 0.3m in September, but is also being tested at the
European Transonic Wind Tunnel’s pilot tunnel at the end of June.
Chris Cramer, of Sierra Lobo will, be flying over to Germany in
order to observe the test and prepare for the following test
scheduled at NASA Langley in September. Chris will be involved
with the SMARCA testing as a test engineer of the 0.3m cryo
tunnel.

The model used for the previous SMARCA test that took place at
0.3m in September of 2016. A new model is being built for the
2017 test that will utilize a spoiler instead of a flap

(Photo Credi
NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

CMOE Rigging Highlights
Dean Burnett, of Sierra Lobo, is the supervisor for the CMOE
rigging team. Several members of the CMOE Rigging team are
Sierra Lobo employees. The following highlights of the rigging
team’s recent work was submitted by Dean Burnett.
Building 1265: Rigging supported the 8-Foot High Temperature Tunnel (HTT) facility during Tunnel reconfiguration. The
team started with offloading a truck with a new model and all
of its hardware. Throughout the month the rigging team supported the job on an on-call basis while working around the
schedule for the blade removal and reinstall at another facility.
The rigging team removed the survey rake from the test section, removed the model support, reinstalled support, installed
new model, reinstalled survey rake base, and later reinstalled
survey rake.
Building 648: Rigging supported the Transonic Dynamic Tunnel facility with help from building trades, and Tunnel personnel, to remove 11 blades and boxes from the wind tunnel
fan. This involved nondestructive testing of the boxes, as well
as the inspection and repair (completed by the model shop) on
the fan blades. The blades and boxes were reinstalled. Blade
and box #45 was pulled for rubber repairs done by the mechanical shop. This was a good, smooth job performed by all.
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CMOE Riggers Recognized for a Job Well Done
B1212C/1244: Last March, the CMOE riggers supported a project at the 14X22 Wind Tunnel and the NASA Hangar by
loading four tractor trailer trucks with heavy equipment. Nena Tappan, the Integration & Logistics Lead for Engineering
Directorate Operations, sent a thank you letter to the team as shown below:
All,
Thank you for a job well done last week. Loading (4) flatbed trucks (5 if you count the other truck) was no small effort. There was a lot of planning, paperwork and coordination that took place before, during and after. We loaded
from (3) different locations and utilized heavy equipment such as forklifts and a crane.
The professionalism when there was an accident was above approach (1206). Everyone came together as One NASA
and took care of personnel first (and puppy), then the hardware. Everyone jumped in and volunteered to do things that
were not on the agenda for the day and Wendy and I appreciate it. We plan on the best but sometimes it doesn’t work
out that way.
All trucks arrived at KSC on time and without incident to the hardware. It was a successful operation.
Pictured below are a few pictures of the trucks.
Thank You for your continued professionalism and willingness to go the extra mile to achieve results for NASA.

Meet Derry Mace of Sierra Lobo supporting the CMOE
contract at NASA Langley
Derry began his career at NASA-Langley in 1977 and
soon became the data manager for the Digital VGH program, which monitored the vibratory history of commercial aircraft for verification of design specifications. He
then became the data manager for the Storm Hazards
project, which characterized the effects of lightning
strikes to Langley’s F106B aircraft. A project which measured the effects of heavy rain on airfoils brought him to
the 14-by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel in 1987. His background in Physics gained him an invitation to support
the ARMY’s efforts to characterize the inflow through
helicopter rotors using Laser Doppler Velocimetry techniques which then progressed to include Particle Image
Velocimetry.

(Photo
Cred-

Continued on page 25
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Meet Derry Mace of Sierra Lobo supporting the CMOE
contract at NASA Langley (Continued)
In addition to the laser-based techniques, Derry is also responsible for the development and operation of the high speed data
acquisition systems at the 14-by 22-Foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel and the Rotorcraft Test Cell. These duties have included impact
testing of the tunnel fan blades, shake testing of various rotorcraft models to determine safe operating conditions, real time safety of flight monitoring of rotorcraft parameter experiences and data acquisition techniques utilizing time and tachometer based
sampling techniques.
Derry resides in Hampton with his wife, Mary, and a red healer mix named Tyson. He has a daughter who works for Disney World
in Orlando, and another who is an English teacher living in China. Derry spends much of his free time as the lead technician for
his churches sound system and as a guitarist in a worship band.

(Photo
Credit:
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ARES III CONTRACT: EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE (EAFB)
Advanced Research and Engineering Services
(ARES) III
Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL)
Rocket Lab

PA Clearance Number 17490

Sierra Lobo provides research and engineering services to
support the Air Force Research Laboratory, Aerospace Systems Directorate, Rocket Propulsion Division (AFRL/RQR) at
the “Rocket Lab” located on 65-square miles in the remote
northeast corner of Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB), in California’s Mojave Desert.

(Photo Credit: Edwards AFB )

The original five year period of performance for the ARES III contract ends June 30, 2017, with SLI continuing to meet or exceed
all of the defined performance incentive measures to earn every one of the six-month period, all-or-nothing, incentive fee
awards to date. ARES III will continue for up to six months under the extension of services clause, structured as a four-month
option period, followed by two one-month option periods.
The follow-on Rocket Technology Engineering Services (RTES) Contract will be another five year Small Business Set-Aside contract. RTES will be an Advisory and Assistance Services (A&AS) Task Order awarded under OASIS Pool 5b. The Sources
Sought / Industry Day notice was released just before Thanksgiving Day, with the Industry Day held on December 7, 2016. A
draft Fair Opportunity Proposal Request (FOPR) and Performance Work Statement (PWS) were released in late May, 2017, with
the final request documents now expected in mid-to-late July.

Mr. Foster Beasley Receives a Recognition of
Outstanding Creative Performance Bonus
Mr. Foster Beasley provides mechanical engineering support on the Advanced Research Engineering Services (ARES
III) contract tasks supporting the Air Force Research Laboratory, Rocket Propulsion Division, Combustion Devices
Branch (AFRL/RQRC). Mr. Beasley recently provided critical
support getting the design, structural calculations and fabrication completed on a new mandrel puller. This mandrel
puller was one item on the critical path to supporting large
motor test and evaluations at AFRL specific to a high profile
collaborative research program between the US and a foreign partner government and defense industry.
Mr. Beasley participated in the early design review meetings
where he took input from several engineers and digested
them down into one working design that met everyone's
requirements. This mandrel puller design had to be flexible
enough to support a smaller 15 lb BATES motor design
while also being able to support a planned 800 lb motor
design. Not only does this puller have the capability to pull
out or withdraw a mandrel, but it must also be able to push
out a mandrel. Mr. Beasley performed the structural calcu-
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lations for the design and interfaced with the machine
shop to incorporate their recommendations. Once the design was finalized, he provided the designs to the machine
shop in a format they could use and interface with their
equipment. During the actual fabrication, the shop ran into
a few technical challenges that Mr. Beasley was able to
change on the drawings and allow them to proceed.
The customer gave accolades recognizing SLI’s flexibility,
adaptability, and rapid response to evolving requirements.
This could not have been accomplished without Mr.
Beasley’s creative and resolute efforts to troubleshoot and
work a problem, determine a solution, and be the prime
interface with the machine shop for the final fabrication.
This included working with and interfacing with the machine shop on the drawings, following up with the machine
shop to fabricate and weld components, and Jacobs's technicians to purchase necessary materials and supplies. Mr.
Beasley demonstrated his creativity, assertiveness, personal
responsibility, and pride in his work. Mr. Foster Beasley was
presented a spot bonus at an All-Hands meeting in March.
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AFRL Rocket Lab 65th
Anniversary Celebration
The “Rocket Lab” celebrated the 65th anniversary of the activation of it’s first rocket test stands with four events held on
June 8-9, 2017: The Rat Race and Family Day on the 8 th, and
a Golf Outing and Anniversary Dinner on the 9th. The famous Rat Race and Family Day were open to all AFRL and
Main Base employees as well as Family, Friends, and Alumni.
Rat Race participants chose between the Ridge Run, a gentle
2.2 mile loop featuring a slight incline (stroller-friendly, noncompetitive), and the Hover Run, a challenging 4.2 mile loop
along Leuhman ridge featuring a 400 ft elevation change
while passing several major rocket stands from pre-Apollo
era to the present. Sierra Lobo’s President, Dan Lowe; ARES
III Program Manager, Jim Eckmann; his youngest daughter,
Tatyana; Senior Engineer, Bob Jensen; and Software Engineer
Intern, Allison Cline, all took on the challenging Hover Run
and earned their Custom AFRL Bottle Opener Medals, which
were awarded to the first 100 finishers.

chambers to enable testing in a simulated space environment. The AFRL Fire Station is key to the operations at the
AFRL Rocket Lab. Keeping site personnel safe and the facilities protected, they are challenged beyond your typical firefighter, having to deal with explosive rocket fuels and hazardous substances which tend to ignite too easily. The Heritage Room was also open, allowing visitors to see the rocket engines, motors, missiles, and test hardware on display.
It’s all real test hardware, some worked and some are a little
singed!
The 65th Anniversary Dinner was held at the Palmdale Country Club with many Rocket Lab alumni in attendance. The
keynote Heritage Speech was given by Mr. Lee Meyer, who
began his career at the Rocket Lab in 1963 as a Second Lieutenant in the Air Force assigned to the Solid Rocket Division.
He was honorably discharged from the Air Force in 1967
with the rank of Captain and continued to work in the Solid
Rocket Division as a Program Manager and Project Engineer.
In 1978, Mr. Meyer was selected to start the Air Launched
Missile Propulsion Branch, and in 1984 he was named the
Director for the team that conducted the Small ICBM Concept Definition Study for the Air Force Ballistic Missile Organization. He then became the Director, Systems Support

SLI’s Software Engineer Intern, Alli Cline, races AFRL’s 2nd Lt.
Ryan Sevigny to the Rat Race – Hover Run finish line

Family Day included carnival events for the kids (and kids at
heart), as well as educational tours of several facilities and
demonstrations throughout the day from scientists and engineers. Participants had the opportunity to watch a Hot
Fire Test of an 8-lb end burning Ballistic Test and Evaluation
System (BATES) solid rocket motor either live from a viewing
area at Area 1-32 or live streamed to the Rocket Science
Center. In addition to the many activities in and around the
AFRL Gym, facility tour buses included stops at Area 1-120,
the Electric Propulsion Laboratory, and the AFRL Fire Station.
Area 1-120, with test stands 1A and 2A, is an active test area
focused on liquid rocket engines and components. The area’s long history of testing rocket systems includes the Apollo F-1 engine, the Delta IV’s RS-68 engine, and even having
blown up when it tested Atlas ICBMs. More recent testing
includes the Upper Stage Engine Technology (USET) program and the on-going Hydrocarbon Boost (HCB) program.
The Electric Propulsion Laboratory includes several vacuum

Rocket Propulsion Division Chief, Dr. Shawn Phillips welcomes
visitors to the Rocket Lab’s Family Day
Continued on page 28
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AFRL Rocket Lab 65th Anniversary Celebration
continued ...
Division, allowing him to manage the propulsion development activities for the
Strategic Defense Initiative and the National Launch System, which later became the
Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle. Lee was named the Deputy Director, Phillips
Lab, Propulsion Directorate, Edwards AFB, in 1991, and retired from civil service in
1997, four months after his appointment as the Associate Director, Edwards Site,
Propulsion Directorate, AFRL.
Mr. Meyer brought his expertise to the private sector in 1998 as the Vice President,
Atlantic Research Corporation, Utah Operations. In this role, he worked with
Northrop Grumman to refurbish the Propulsion System Rocket Engine and the
fourth stage of the Minuteman III Intercontinental Ballistic Missile. He transitioned
to Aerojet/Rocketdyne in 2003 and became the Vice President, Technology, where
he managed the company’s IR&D program and supported the marketing team with
major prime contractors, Space Systems Division and AFRL. Lee then transitioned to
part-time marketing and coordination with the Naval Weapons Center, AFRL, and
the Air Force Space Systems Division until he retired from the work force in 2012.
Mr. Meyer’s speech touched not only on the programs he was directly involved in,
but also many of the other programs and events that are a part of the AFRL Rocket
Lab’s history. Lee also noted that not only has rocket propulsion technology advanced, but the technologies of the work place have also changed significantly;
from slide rules to computer mainframes that occupied a room to desktops and
laptop computers, from flip charts to view foils to PowerPoint, from landline rotary
phones to digital phones to cell phones, much has changed to enable a more productive work force.

The Fire Tornado Exhibit by the Rocket Lab’s
Combustion Devices Branch was one of the
HOT attractions during Family Day

Several Sierra Lobo employees, including company President, Dan Lowe, and ARES III Program Manager, Jim Eckmann, participated in the festive and nostalgic evening, enjoying the good food, the Rocket Lab trivia competition between tables, and the
opportunity to meet Lab alumni and hear their stories. Mr. Eckmann points to another event that was not in Mr. Meyer’s biography. In the fall of 1981, when Mr. Meyer was the Air Launched Missile Propulsion Branch Chief, he hired Mr. Eckmann as a coop student, starting Mr. Eckmann’s own career in the propulsion engineering field and association with the Rocket Lab.

Scientists use liquid Nitrogen (LN2) to make ice cream for
Family Day participants. A big hit on a hot day

After finishing the Rat Race – Hover Run, Sierra Lobo President Dan
Lowe talks with ARES III PM Jim Eckmann and several of his family members prior to the start of the Family Day activities
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An Abbreviated History of the AFRL Rocket Lab
Known over the years as “the rocket lab,” “the rock,” and a
number of other names, the Air Force Research Laboratory,
Aerospace Systems Directorate, Rocket Propulsion Division
for 65 years has helped send astronauts and satellites into
space and create America’s nuclear-armed missiles. Covering 65 square miles east of Rogers Dry Lake on Edwards Air
Force Base, the facility traces its roots to the 1940s, though
actual rocket research didn’t begin until the first rocket test
stands were activated in 1952 (thus, this year’s 65th anniversary celebration).
In 1939, rocket research and technology development began at the Power Plant Laboratory at Wright Field near
Dayton, Ohio. But within a few years there was a growing
need for large rocket engine test facilities remote enough
to allow high-risk test activities. At that point, a siteselection committee was given the task to find a spot; subsequently, a mountain ridge was picked near where the
Army Air Corps, later the Army Air Forces and finally the Air
Force, had been doing training and test missions since the
1930s. Leuhman Ridge, on which the test site is situated, is
named for Maj. Gen. Arno Luehman, who in 1934, as a second lieutenant surveyed the 300-square-mile area that became Muroc and later Edwards.

1963: First flight-weight Minuteman tethered silo launch

search and development to their test and evaluation mission objectives.
The 1960s heralded the “Golden Years” of rocket propulsion. During this period, the space race was inaugurated
by President John F Kennedy’s speech to land “a man on
the moon…by the end of the decade,” and began the development of the F-1 engine to power the Saturn V rocket
used to fulfill the dream. The solid rocket motor testbed
called the Ballistic Test and Evaluation System (BATES) was
developed in the 1960s and paved the way for scientists
and engineers to better understand the processes involved
in solid motor propulsion, and is still in use today. The XLR
-129 liquid rocket engine was also another key milestone
which featured the first Hydrogen fuel rich stage combustion engine, a precursor to the Space Shuttle Main Engines.

The Rocket Engine Test Station conducted tests and evaluations of small rocket-sled engines as well as rocket engines for the X-1A rocket plane, Bomarc, Navaho, Mace,
and other systems, according to an Air Force history of the
site.
The facilities began a major expansion in 1957. In 1959,
officials decided to relocate rocket propulsion research and
development personnel from the Power Plant Laboratory in
Ohio to Edwards. Later the site’s mission included testing
of Thor and Atlas propulsion systems, subscale launch tests
for Minuteman and then full scale Minuteman “tethered”
launches after two silos were installed in 1959. The missiles
were attached to cables that limited their flight. In mid1959 after the scientists from Ohio joined the lab, the mission of the Directorate of Rocket Propulsion added re-

The 1970s were marked by the growth of solid rocket investments as development ensued for both the Peacekeeper (MX) strategic missile and tactical missile propulsion.
Improving tactical missile propellant technologies featured
creation of new smokeless propellants, which when fired
would minimize the missile plume contrail (minimum
smoke) to help reduce aircraft detection after the missiles
were launched.

1961: First integrated test of Apollo F-1 engine tested at Rocket Lab for NASA

1989: First tests at the National Hover Test Facility evaluating
early kinetic kill vehicle (KKV) prototypes

Continued on page 30
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An Abbreviated History of the AFRL Rocket Lab
continued...

1967: Initiated XLR-129 development. First Hydrogen fuel rich staged
combustion engine, technology precursor to the Space Shuttle Maine
Engine.

The 1980s were marked by President Ronald Regan and
his “Star Wars” speech which presented the Space Based
Missile Defense concept and the beginnings of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) and the formation of the Ballistic Missile Defense Office, now known as the Missile Defense Agency. In support of SDI, the lab created the National Hover Test Facility for testing early kinetic kill vehicle (KKV) prototypes, along with the development of the
Advanced Liquid Axial Stage and the Advanced Solid Axial
Stage, which became the precursor to the Theater High
Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) missile interceptor. The
80s also marked the terrible tragedy of the Challenger
incident. With the space shuttle transportation system
investigation, all shuttle launches were halted and a new
effort was rapidly constructed to develop a heavy lift propulsion technology to provide alternate means of sending
heavy payloads to space.
With the fall of the Berlin wall and end of the cold war, the
1990s shifted focus on technologies to reduce cost and
increase reliability. The RS-68 engine for the Delta IV and
a subscale version of the linear aerospike engine for
NASA’s X-33 are exemplary engines tested at the lab during this period. The lab also made its impact in Miniature
Sensor Technology Integration (MSTI) which evolved to
become the first satellite developed and tested at the lab.
For the turn of the century to present, there were several
milestones which highlight the organization’s achievements. These include the launch of AFRL TacSat-2 carrying the first US built Hall thruster, the launch of FalconSAT3 carrying Micro-Propulsion Attitude Control System (MPACS) and the start of the Hydrocarbon Boost
(HCB) program, which is developing a technology demonstrator for the first US Oxygen rich staged combustion
engine. Completion of the Upper Stage Engine Technology (USET) turbopump test campaign was also an important event as this demonstrated and validated capabilities of new turbomachinery design tools.
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2011: Upper Stage Engine Technologies program completes full
test campaign of LH2 turbopump at test stand 2A

Over the years the facility has undergone various name
changes – the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory to Air Force
Astronautics Laboratory to Phillips Laboratory, Propulsion
Directorate. The Phillips name was for Gen. Samuel C.
Phillips, who as a colonel headed the Minuteman tests at
Edwards. The lab, since renamed the Air Force Research
Laboratory, Aerospace Systems Directorate, Rocket Propulsion Division, a.k.a, the AFRL Rocket Lab, continues
building on the heritage of the past and pressing toward
the future, performing cutting-edge rocket propulsion
research and development to transition the best rocket
technology for the Air Force, for the warfighter, for the
United States of America.

2016: Hydrocarbon Boost program completes test campaign of
Sub-Scale Oxygen Rich Preburner at test stand 2A.
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ETIS II: Contract Updates
Environmental Test and Integration Services II
(ETIS II)
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)

Pictured Right: ICESat-2 Post CPT Testing was taken after
the first Comprehensive Performance Test was completed
with the ATLAS instrument and the Lower Bus mated together to make the ICESat-2 Observatory. In the photo
Harry Willems (Sierra Lobo employee) is on the man lift
removing the fasteners to the MA/AT (Main Alignment/
Alignment Target) while Jeffery Twum (Goddard NASA
Employee) is a spotter for the crane lift being performed
to do the post CPT breakdown.

Pictured Right: ICESat-2 EMI Rotation was
taken after the first EMI testing phase had been
completed. In the photo David Burtis (Sierra
Lobo employee) is making adjustments to remate the LOAS (Laser Optical Attenuator and
Sampler) to the Observatory after it was rotated
to the next configuration for EMI testing.
(Photo Credit: NASA)
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Pathfinder test unit loaded into the STTARS
shipping container
Pictured Right: ETIS II technicians and engineers
load the Pathfinder test unit into the STTARS shipping
container in preparation for its return trip to GSFC.

(Photo Credit: Desiree Stover)

The pathfinder, a non-flight replica of the James Webb
Space Telescope’s (JWST) center backplane, is a test unit
which supports the test primary mirror segment assemblies and the secondary mirror and struts. The Pathfinder closely resembles the shape and construction of the
flight backplane and secondary mirror structure. It was
used for multiple thermal vacuum and optical tests at
JSC in preparation for the OTIS (Optical Telescope Integrated Science) test this summer.
(Photo Credit: Desiree Stover)

Pictured Left: Pathfinder is installed into the
STTARS shipping container inside the JSC cleanroom,
awaiting the upper tent frame to be installed (middle
frame of picture), followed by the container lid (not
shown). The door to Chamber A can be seen in the
right of the image. Chamber A is the large thermal
vacuum chamber which will be used for the OTIS test
this summer.

Pictured Right: The STTARS container loaded
with Pathfinder, staged at JSC before the trip to
JSC NBL (Neutral Buoyancy Lab); where STTARS is
stored before the trip back to GSFC.

(Photo Credit: Desiree Stover)

Pictured Left: The ETIS II Team working along with the
transportation team during the transportation of the STTARS
container over to NBL. Due to the oversize load, the transport
must occur late at night with a police escort.
(Photo Credit: Desiree Stover)
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ETIS II Employees Visit
Schools in the Community

Pictured Right: ETIS II Manager, Nick Hovaker,
was a guest speaker at the Millersville Elementary
School Second Grade classes. He spoke with the
children about space, spaceships, thermal blankets
and the solar system. Nick also provided the children with samples of thermal blanket material, bookmarks and other memorabilia. The children asked
questions and were highly entertained when Nick
had one of the teachers put on the “bunny suit” and
appropriate Contamination Control attire.

Above: Nick Hovaker and teacher Jessica Geinzer

Pictured Left: Engineer Kevin McDonnell was asked to
present to a group of first graders to explain some of the
work that is done at NASA. The presentation took place at
Westowne Elementary School in Catonsville, MD, and the
children asked many questions regarding WFIRST, JWST,
and the numerous satellites that GSFC has launched in the
past. Kevin was asked to return later in the year to talk to
the entire school.
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HX5 SIERRA TFOME II TEAM Supports FIRST Robotics
Buckeye Regional/2017
Test Facility Operations, Maintenance and Engineering II (TFOME II)
NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) at Lewis Field (LF) and
Plum Brook Station (PBS)
For the 12th consecutive year, the TFOME TEAM (HX5 Sierra, Jacobs, and MSM) supported the
FIRST Robotics Buckeye Regional Competition at Cleveland State University. The TFOME
TEAM provided many services in support of this year’s event March 29-April 1, 2017.
FIRST® STEAMWORKS, the 2017 FIRST Robotics Competition game, invites two adventurers’
clubs, in an era where steam power reigns, to prepare their airships for a long distance race.
Each three-team alliance prepares in three ways:
1. Build steam pressure. Robots collect fuel (balls) and score it in their boiler via high and
low efficiency goals. Boilers turn fuel into steam pressure stored in the steam tank on their airship – but it takes more fuel
in the low efficiency goal to build steam than the high efficiency goal.
2.

Start rotors. Robots deliver gears to pilots on their airship for installation. Once the gear train is complete, they turn the
crank to start the rotor.

3.

Prepare for flight. Robots must latch on to their airship before launch (the end of the match) by ascending their ropes to
signal that they’re ready for takeoff.

TFOME II again provided an on-site Machine Shop. Our crew was
once again complimented by the FIRST Robotic teams and officials as being one of (if not) the best machine shops at any FIRST
competition nationwide. Our Machine Shop crew, led by TFOME
Lead Mark Jacko, completed 180 tasks and really enjoyed interacting with the students. The crew is to be commended for again
completing all of their tasks Incident and Injury Free! The wellseasoned crew was prepared for all the fabrication and repairs
that were requested this year. Over the twelve years that our crew has supported the Buckeye Regional, they have increased
their capabilities to be prepared for any type of fabrication or repair needed. So, even though each year the games, and the
frequency and types of repairs requested, change, the crew is ready. Lenny Smith, Kris Bendinelli, Bill Magas, Roger Tuck, Rich
Polak, Jon Mitchell, Frank Bremenour, and Mark Jacko supported the competition Thursday-Saturday this year and were
joined by Ed Mysliwiec, Csongor Hollohazy, and Tony Kapucinski on the Wednesday before the event to set up the shop.
The TFOME II TEAM Apprentices, led by TFOME Manufacturing and Technical Specialties Manager, Jeff Smith, also provided
support on the Wednesday before the competition began to set up the competition field. This involved uncrating, arranging,
and assembling a large number of uniquely designed components used to make up the competition field. On Saturday, several of the Apprentices returned after the event to help disassemble the field and re-crate the components for shipping. This
is our 7th year that TFOME has supported this activity using our Apprentices, and many have already graduated from the program. The new Apprentices really enjoyed helping out at this event, and the FIRST organizers really appreciated our help. Everyone involved had a great time. Thanks to TFOME Apprentices Dan Albertini, Kris Bendinelli, Tom Bollinger, Mitch Davic,
Spyro Efpraxias, Mark Harkleroad, Natasha Jackson, Jimmy Johnson, and Dan Kemp for supporting the set-up and tear-down
of the field.
Erin Hubbard, Kevin Eliason, and Matt Rozema spent three days volunteering directly supporting gameplay at the competition. Erin served as a referee overseeing more than 130 matches, assessing penalties and keeping score for all official event
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HX5 SIERRA TFOME II TEAM Supports FIRST Robotics
Buckeye Regional/2017 (continued)
matches. Kevin and Matt served as field reset helpers, preparing the field
by returning all “fuel” and “gears” to the appropriate starting configuration for each match. They estimated that over the course of the three
competition days, they handled over 3,000 “gears” and over 50,000 units
of “fuel!” All three enjoyed the first-hand interaction with the students,
encouraging them through their successes and failures on the field.
Finally, Jeff McConeghy served as one of the Safety Advisors at the Buckeye Regional. Their role was to provide ongoing safety assessments
during the entire event, providing positive reinforcement using safety
credits to emphasize safe behavior and coaching to correct unsafe behavior. The goal of these Advisors is to ensure the students’ safety
throughout the event while also promoting safety as a holistic life skill.
They monitored overall event safety, observed unsafe actions, and
Jeff McConeghy served as a Safety Advisor and discovered an
open and unguarded belt, which is now under investigation for
coached teams in appropriate safe behavior. They also performed ona possible safety hazard
going assessment of the team’s behaviors towards safety, and helped the
other Safety Advisors select Safety Awards. Specifically, Jeff reminded students to not run through the ‘pit’, where teams’ prepare their robots for competition, and to wear safety glasses.
Aside from insuring that students were wearing their safety glasses and monitoring that everything that they were doing was
safe, they interviewed different teams about their safety programs and picked the team with the best program as the overall
Safety Award winner. They also awarded a “Star of the Day Award” to the best safety individual for each day. That award was
determined by the individual being nominated by other teams; the Safety Advisors then observed those with the highest nominations and picked the winner. They also worked with some of the weaker safety teams on how they could improve their programs.
Jeff’s biggest finding came by inspecting the competition field. This year’s game has an open and unguarded belt located at
each end of the field, that runs at high speed when the game is being played. Jeff pointed out to FIRST that it would be easy
for someone or something to get caught in it. He pointed this out to the FIRST personnel on site, and e-mailed the national
committee, but has yet to hear back. Jeff is hoping that this issue is corrected at future events and that nothing like this is part
of next year’s game.
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Reduce Fuel Burn With a Dose of
Boundary Layer Ingestion (BLI)
It sounds like a cause of heart burn.
Instead, Boundary Layer Ingestion – or BLI – is a
promising idea NASA researchers are studying
to reduce fuel burn in jet engines, thus reducing
emissions and the cost of operating the aircraft.
At its simplest: With BLI, an airplane’s engines
are located near the rear of the aircraft so that
air flowing over the aircraft body becomes part
of the mix of air going into the engine and is
then accelerated out the back
“The idea isn’t completely new,” said Jim
Heidmann, manager of the Advanced Air
Transport Technology Project at NASA’s Glenn
Research Center in Cleveland. “What we’re testing now are new technologies that can help us
derive benefits from BLI.”
So, more specifically, what exactly is BLI and how
does it lead to potential economic and environmental benefits?

This NASA graphic describes how Boundary Layer Ingestion happens and some of its
potential benefits. Credits: Double Bubble Concept: Don Foley. BLI Illustration: NASA /
Lillian Gipson

A quick review: When an airplane is flying, it has four major forces acting on it – thrust, drag, weight and lift. Thrust makes
an airplane go forward, while drag tries to slow it down. Lift offsets the weight to keep an airplane in the sky.
BLI deals specifically with the drag part of the equation by, ultimately, trying to reduce the total drag an airplane experiences in the sky.
It all starts with the fact that as an airplane flies through the air, a layer of slower moving air begins to build up along the
skin of the fuselage and wings, which is fittingly called the boundary layer. This slower moving air causes additional drag.
At the front of the airplane the thickness of the boundary layer is zero, but as the air flows back over the surface of the airplane’s fuselage and wings, the layer grows thicker. By the time it gets to the rear of the airplane, it can be a foot or more
deep.
In a conventional tube and wing airplane, where the jet engines are hung beneath the wings, that’s the end of the boundary layer story. The slower, drag-inducing airflow just continues off the rear of the airplane to mix with the undisturbed air
there.
Reducing Drag
The story changes when the airplane’s engines are put in the path of the boundary layer, for example, by placing them at
the extreme rear of the airplane. Not mounted on either side of the tail on short pylons as seen on some airliners or business jets today, but directly atop or behind the main fuselage.
With the engines in this location, the slower, boundary layer air enters the engine – or is ingested, as in boundary layer ingestion – and is then accelerated with the rest of the air passing through the engine and exhausted out the back.
It doesn’t matter if the incoming boundary layer air winds up being compressed, mixed with fuel and burned to become
part of the hot jet exhaust, or if the air flow bypasses around the engine core, through the fans and out the back.
And the ingested boundary layer of air doesn’t make the engines more, or less, powerful.
What does change?
The total amount of drag created by the slower air moving over and behind the whole airplane body is decreased because
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Reduce Fuel Burn With a Dose of BLI (continued)
some of that slower air has been sped up again by passing through the engines.
“There’s still drag. Still a loss. But it’s less of a loss,” Heidmann said.
And that’s the benefit. With less total drag the engines need less thrust to push the airplane forward, which means they don’t
have to burn as much fuel, which reduces emissions and saves on fuel expense.
It all works out very nicely on paper, but there still is an engineering challenge to overcome.
Designing Engines for BLI
Let’s go back to the conventional wing and tube design with the engines hanging off the bottom of the wings.
In that configuration, with the airplane cruising along, the engine inlets are exposed to a nice, clean, uniform stream of air entering the engine, where the airflow is slowed down a bit to encounter the first set of fan blades.
This is ideal for engine designers because, as the fan blades turn, they experience the same environmental conditions – the same
air pressure and speed – with each revolution.
But with the rear-mounted engines in the path of the boundary layer, the engine’s fan blades are exposed to additional stresses
every time they pass through the distorted airflow.
To better understand how to design and build an engine inlet and fan blades capable of safely withstanding those additional
stresses, a NASA-led research team has been testing a BLI engine configuration in the 8’ by 6’ wind tunnel at Glenn.
“We’re doing these experiments because we don’t yet know how to design a fan that can operate in this distorted flow environment,” Heidmann said. “It’s like getting hit by a hammer once every time your fan blade goes around.”
Early results show a proper design can be achieved, but more work needs to be done to ensure the solution – which could require a heavier, less aerodynamically efficient engine design – doesn’t cancel out the fuel burn efficiencies that come from reducing overall drag through BLI.
NASA’s aeronautical innovators and its industry partners are studying several airplane concepts that could take advantage of
BLI’s contributions to reducing fuel burn.

Boundaries in New Engine Designs
In an effort to improve fuel efficiency, NASA and the aircraft industry are rethinking aircraft design. Inside the 8’ x 6’ wind tunnel
at NASA Glenn, engineers recently tested a fan and inlet design,
commonly called a propulsor, which could use four to eight percent less fuel than today’s advanced aircraft.
The new propulsor is designed to be embedded in the aircraft’s
body, where it would ingest the slower flowing air that normally
develops along an aircraft’s surface, called boundary layer, and
use it to help propel the aircraft.
The tests showed that the new fan and inlet design could withstand the turbulent boundary layer airflow and increase efficiency. Results of the tests can be applied to cutting-edge aircraft
designs that NASA and its partners are pursuing.
NOTE: TFOME technicians built up the model (shown to the right) in the 8x6
Supersonic Wind Tunnel, TFOME subcontractors installed support systems in the
8x6 facility, and TFOME Engineers provided Project Management oversight over
the life of this entire project (2014-2017)
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Inside the 8’ x 6’ wind tunnel at NASA Glenn, engineers recently tested
a fan and inlet design, commonly called a propulsor (Credits: NASA,
Rami Daud, Alcyon Technical Services)
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Research and Technologies for Aerospace
Propulsion Systems 2 (RTAPS2) at GRC
Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) is proud to offer the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) and their customers a space propulsion division
fully capable of executing the Space Propulsion Technology Area Statement of Work under the Research and Technologies for
Aerospace Propulsion Systems (RTAPS2) contract.

Contact Information:
Contract Number: #NNC15BA14B
RTAPS2 Contracting Officer (CO):
Kimberly Y. Hill
NASA Glenn Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
(216) 433-5267
kimberly.y.hill@nasa.gov
Sierra Lobo Program Manager (PM):
Dr. Phil Putman
Manager, Research and Technology
11401 Hoover Road
Milan, Ohio 44846
PPutman@sierralobo.com

Statement of Work









Element 2.2.1
Element 2.2.2
Element 2.2.3
Element 2.2.3
2.2.3.1
Element 2.2.3
2.2.3.2
Element 2.2.4
Element 2.2.5
Element 2.2.6

Propulsion System Design and Trade Studies
Liquid Engine Systems
Propellant Systems
Propellant Systems
Cryogenic Propellant Systems
Propellant Systems
Non-cryogenic (Earth-storable) Propellant Systems
Electric Propulsion
Rocket-Based Combined Cycle Propulsion Systems
Advanced Propulsion Systems

Basic and Applied Aerospace Research and
Technology (BAART) at LaRC
Statement of Work
Advanced Materials and Structural Systems
 Advanced Materials & Processing
 Durability, Damage Tolerance, & Reliability
 Structural Mechanics & Concepts
 Structural Dynamics

Sierra Lobo, Inc., as a major subcontractor to Analytical Services &
Materials, Inc. (AS&M), was awarded the Basic and Applied Aerospace Research and Technology (BAART) contract in Technical Track
A, “Advanced Materials and Structural Systems Aerodynamics, Aerothermodynamics, and Acoustics” and Task C, “Entry, Descent, and
Landing” (EDL).

Aerodynamics, Aerothermodynamics, and Acoustics Task orders issued against this contract will range in maturity from
basic research supporting tools and technology development,
 Configuration Aerodynamics
through integrated technology demonstrations, potentially to in Advanced Configurations
clude flight demonstrations.
 Integration & Interaction of Aircraft
Components
Contact Information:
 Computational Modeling & Simulation
Contract
Number: #NNL14ZB1001R
 Flow Physics and Control
 Aerothermodynamics
BAART Contracting Officer (CO):
Sierra Lobo Program Manager (PM):
 Hypersonic Airbreathing Propulsion
Octavia Hicks
Tony Skaff
 Vehicle Noise Prediction & Control
Mail Stop 012
Director, Technology and Technical
 Model Systems
NASA LaRC
Services
Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL)
 EDL Concept Development
 Enabling Technologies for EDL
 Analysis and Testing

We are known by the tracks we leave...

Hampton, VA 23681-2199
(757) 864-8510
Octavia.l.hicks@nasa.gov
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11401 Hoover Road
Milan, Ohio 44846
(419) 499-9653 ext. 103
TSkaff@sierralobo.com
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TheWolfPack
Come, my friends,
Tis not too late to seek a newer world.
- Tennyson, “Ulysses” 1842

Welcome to the Pack
New Additions to the Pack

Title

Location/Contract

Research Engineer Intern
Research Engineer Intern
Software Engineer Intern

ARES
ARES
ARES

Mechanical Engineer

AVAL

Procurement intern
Aerospace Engineer
Business System Support Specialist
System Administrator
CAD Drafter/Designer
SharePoint Designer/Administrator
Business Development Associate
Administrative Assistant

Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan

Risk Management Process Coordinator
Equipment Specialist
Engineering Technician IV

ETIS
ETIS
ETIS

PVS Engineer

ETIS

Engineering Technician II
PVS Engineer III

ETIS
ETIS

Ahmed Malik
Vincent Cecilio

PVS Engineer II

ETIS

Engineer IV

ETIS

Dustin Crumb
Myrtle Lin

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer

MEDALS
MEDALS

Chief Engineer II

OMES II

Sr. Systems Engineer
Project I/F
Sr. Systems Engineer

OMES II
OMES II
OMES II

Name
John Flores
Sean Aberg
Allison Cline

Zachary Votaw
Aleck Speer
Patrick Davis
Nathan Harting
Scott Yoakum
Keith Good
Brian Dennis
Mary Thompson
Lisa Freitas
Daniel Becker
Sarah Lee
Christopher Mazza
Lillian Gibbons
John Abbott
Merkeb Teame

Deborah HaynesJacintho
Rory Casey
Edward Rezac
Wendell “Ted” Johnson

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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SLI’s TDEC is the “Go-To” Facility for Critical Reach Back
With ten patents, and the recipients of two prestigious Research and Development (R&D) 100
awards for engineering excellence, the TDEC team focuses on “Mission Success.” We combine
expertise in engineering and engineering services at our TDEC facility with a broad range of
critical skills at our Government service contracts to help our customers meet their mission
objectives. A sample of our skills and capabilities include:
Thermal and structural design simulation, and analysis
Cryogenics, fuels and oxidizers, conditioning, storage, transfer, and handling
■ Specialty processes vessels, hardware, and manufactured systems
■ System design, integration, commissioning, and operation
■ Design for hazardous locations and classifications
■ Fatigue and fracture mechanics and fitness for service
■ Flight hardware development and support
Our 35,000 sq. ft. engineering, manufacturing, and test facility includes a Class 100,000
clean room assembly area, secure research lab, machine shop, and state-of-the-art IT
infrastructure for virtual engineering. Our cryogenic fuels and oxidizer testing complex; the
Sierra Lobo Test Facility (SLTF), includes:
■ Liquid hydrogen and oxygen storage and distribution
■ High and low speed DAQ, video, and controls
■ Class I, Group B, C, D electrical classification
■
■

Our award-winning services include:
■ Research and technology and product development
■ Specialty engineering and analysis
■ Systems engineering
■ Specialty process system hardware
■ Test support hardware and facility enhancements
■ Test article development and system development
and integration

Special Thanks to Sierra Lobo Program Managers
Many thanks to our dedicated Program Managers for providing the newsletter editor
with the updates of the various contracts, events, and volunteer experiences of their
employees. Without you, we wouldn’t be informed of all the great things that Sierra
Lobo, Inc. is involved with on both a professional and personal level.

Regional Offices
Corporate Office
102 Pinnacle Drive
Fremont, OH 43420
Phone: 419-332-7101
Fax: 419-332-1619

Technology Development
and Engineering Center
11401 Hoover Road
Milan, OH 44846
Phone: 419-499-9653 (WOLF)
Fax: 419-499-7700

Pasadena Office

465 North Halstead Street - Suite 130
Pasadena, CA 91107
Phone: 626-510-6340
Fax: 626-510-6360

Huntsville Office

315 Wynn Drive - Suite 3
Huntsville, AL 35805
Phone: 256-895-9112
Fax: 256-489-0942

Greenbelt Office

6301 Ivy Lane - Suite 620
Greenbelt, MD 20770
Phone: 301-875-8006
Fax: 301-313-0243

Hampton Office

About Sierra Lobo, Inc.
Founded in 1993, Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) employs more than 500 high-achieving,
dedicated engineers, technicians, and administrative personnel. SLI is a HispanicAmerican-owned, small disadvantaged business with its corporate office in Fremont,
Ohio. Sierra Lobo is a two-time winner of NASA’s most prestigious quality award, the
George M. Low award, most recently in 2011. SLI is also a winner of two R&D 100
Awards for development of advanced technologies. Sierra Lobo received certification
to the International Aerospace Quality Group AS9100 standards. Additionally, SLI is
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9001:2008 registered as “A
Provider of Engineering and Technical Services, including Hardware Fabrication and
Testing, to the Aerospace and Transportation Industries.” An independent rating
authority independently assessed SLI a Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI ®
-DEV) Capability Level 2 fully compliant and Level 3 compliant in Risk Management.

100 Exploration Way - Suite 320
Hampton, VA 23666
Phone: 757-251-2224
Fax: 757-251-2660

www.sierralobo.com

We are known by the tracks we leave…
Wolves have long been regarded by Native Americans as teachers or pathfinders. Wolves are fiercely loyal to their mates and have
a strong sense of family, while maintaining individualism. To many, the wolf symbolizes freedom, the spirit of nature, resourcefulness, and adaptability, even under the most dire circumstances. Sierra Lobo (mountain wolf) takes its name from this resilient
creature and aspires to the extraordinary traits that the wolf has come to symbolize.
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